
 
 
 
December 22, 2020 
 
 
Dr. Leith States 
Chief Medical Officer 
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health 
Office of the Secretary 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
200 Independence Avenue, SW, Room 716G 
Washington, DC  20201 
 
Subject: (85 FR 73280; 2020-25328) Request for Information-Landscape Analysis To Leverage Novel Technologies for 
Chronic Disease Management for Aging Underserved Populations; Comments of the American College of Radiology 
 
The American College of Radiology (ACR)—a professional association representing nearly 40,000 diagnostic radiologists, 
interventional radiologists, nuclear medicine physicians, radiation oncologists, and medical physicists—appreciates the 
opportunity to provide comments on the request for information (RFI) from the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health titled, “Landscape Analysis To Leverage Novel Technologies 
for Chronic Disease Management for Aging Underserved Populations,” published in the Nov. 17, 2020 Federal Register.   
 
ACR’s Data Science Institute (DSI) empowers the advancement, validation, and implementation of artificial intelligence 

https://www.acrdsi.org/DSI-Services/Define-AI
https://www.acrdsi.org/DSI-Services/Certify-AI
https://www.acrdsi.org/DSI-Services/Assess-AI
https://ailab.acr.org/
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trusted entities. To that end, the ACR AI-LAB provides end users a platform to independently evaluate imaging AI 
algorithms prior to purchase, and the ACR Assess-AI registry provides information to end users about the performance 
of the model in their own practice over time.  Provider- and patient-level education and demystification of AI is 
important for establishing trust in AI-enabled tools in general.5 
 
8. How will bias and variance be addressed in machine learning algorithms for this application? How will supervised 
versus unsupervised learning be used to develop inferences and patterns from data sources? What will be the 
challenges and proposed solutions for data cleansing and transformation? 
While some may believe that machines are unbiased, AI models are developed using parameters specified by humans 
and as such are potentially subject to unintended bias. We believe unintended bias can be mitigated through a 
combination of federated training 

https://www.acr.org/-/media/ACR/Files/Informatics/Ethics-of-AI-in-Radiology-European-and-North-American-Multisociety-Statement--6-13-2019.pdf
https://www.acr.org/-/media/ACR/Files/Informatics/Ethics-of-AI-in-Radiology-European-and-North-American-Multisociety-Statement--6-13-2019.pdf
https://www.acr.org/Practice-Management-Quality-Informatics/ACR-Bulletin/Articles/September-2020/Addressing-Bias-in-AI
https://www.acr.org/Practice-Management-Quality-Informatics/ACR-Bulletin/Articles/September-2020/Addressing-Bias-in-AI
https://www.acr.org/Practice-Management-Quality-Informatics/ACR-Bulletin/Articles/December-2020/Democratizing-AI
https://www.acr.org/Practice-Management-Quality-Informatics/ACR-Bulletin/Articles/December-2020/Democratizing-AI
https://assist.acr.org/assistweb/overview
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leverages expert panels of radiologists, informaticians, and patients to establish a public directory of clinically valuable 
imaging AI use cases, and this directory could be used by HHS agencies to guide prioritization of regulatory or research 
funding efforts related to radiology AI. The ACR DSI use case development process transforms human language to 
machine language and as such, if there are population specific ideas for where AI could play a role in improving care, the 


